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Console, SCSS compile; the console should warn it can't complete a theme creation

Status
- Open

Subject
- Console, SCSS compile; the console should warn it can't complete a theme creation

Version
- master
- 25.x (future, currently trunk)

Category
- Bug

Feature
- Console / Command Line

Resolution status
- New

Submitted by
- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
- ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 2

Description
On a fresh Tiki25 I tried to create a new theme.
I create a new directory for the theme (happyhome) with, inside, only a scss folder.

Then I ran: php console.php scss:compile happyhome

The Console completed without warning or error.
The theme was not created as there is no CSS folder in the happyhome theme directory.

The console should create it and do the job.
If this is not possible the console should warn it can't comply (can't find a css folder for the theme xxxx, do you need to create one (new theme) ?

Importance
- 3

Easy to solve?
- 5

Priority
- 15

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
- Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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